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Information for Librarians , in which there are actions to be taken. In systems without actions DP can also be used to find performance indicators (as an alternative to the method that computes the stationary distribution first). These systems are called Markov reward chains, where the reward refers to the performance measure. However, DP can also be used as a theoretical means to obtain certain properties of Markov decision/reward chains. That is the subject of this paper. The focus in this paper is on dynamic programming methods to obtain monotonicity results for queueing and other types of systems. The results that we obtain for MDCs can be used to characterize, partially or completely, optimal policies. In the context of Markov reward chains we obtain certain monotonicity results in the states, which can then be used in other optimization problems or to compare systems that, for example, differ in certain parameter values. Relevant results that are not obtained through DP are mentioned (but not proven) to give a complete picture.
